420         *           COMPLETE   SPECIFICATIONS,
Auxiliaries.             Each motor will  be   mounted  upon a  single
car, making a total of forty cars to be equipped with one motor each, and with each motor shall be furnished a complete set of gears for attaching to the car axle. Two controlling stands with suitable rheostats, blow-out devices and other automatic attachments for successful working. One trolley with iron pole and bronze wheel with plumbago bearings. The trolley pole to be provided with suitable base and springs for attaching to the car top. One lightning arrester, one fuse block, two overhead switches for making and breaking the circuit, and all necessary wiring in the car body, and underneath the seats to suitably connect the controller, rheostat and motor for successful operation, and such other special devices as may be necessary to conform to the standard system of the bidder.
Labor.                    The Contractor will furnish all necessary labor
to mount the motors on the car axles at the works of the car manufacturer. Do all the car wiring (except for lights) necessary to connect the motors to the controllers and rheostats and otherwise equip the car for successful operation.
^^rkm*11*1             The motors shall be capable of performing the
work required of them, as given in these specifications in ordinary service, for a period of 18 hours in continuous operation without raising the temperature of the armatures or the field coils to more than 75 degrees Fahr. above the surrounding atmosphere, and shall do their work without excessive sparking at the commutator brushes.
Mounting.               ^he type of motor considered as standard in
these specifications is a single reduction motor geared direct to the car axle, and when this class of motor is used it shall be suspended upon some flexible connection which will relieve the car axle of as much weight as possible, and the Contractor will state in his proposition, so far as practical, the method or special design which he proposes to use in mounting the motors.
In case the manufacturer should furnish single motor geared to both axles under these specifications, the bidder shall state fully the method which will be used in^ mounting and supporting the motors.
CTrucks!                 ^e car Bodies and trucks will be furnished by
the Purchaser but the motors are expected to handle

